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QUESTION 1

How can a report author ensure that a report changes automatically when rotating a mobile device between Landscape
and Portrait views? 

A. Set all objects to Portrait views. 

B. Set all report objects to Portrait aware. 

C. Set the Mobile alignment property to Automatic. 

D. Size the object as a percentage of the available space. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/analytics/library/ba-pp-reporting-active_report-page672/ ba-pp-
reporting-active_report-page672-pdf.pdf (page 1 and 2) 

 

QUESTION 2

A report author wants to create an Active Report with a chart that is dynamically rendered in the browser based on user
selections. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. A legacy chart with client side processing. 

B. A legacy chart with server side processing. 

C. A Virtualization with client side processing. 

D. A Virtualization with server side processing. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A report author needs to create an Active Report and consider how connections, variables and interactive behaviors
using data controls will be handled in the template. 

How will these be handled? 

A. Connections cannot be removed from templates. 

B. Only connections can be removed or added from templates. 

C. Connections, variables and interactive using data controls will be removed from the template. 

D. Connections, variables and interactive using data controls cannot be removed from the template. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A report developer is tasked to create a drill-through definition in a report. 

Which are the generalized steps? 

A. Create the target report> Add parameter to target report> Save the target report> Set drill-through behavior 

B. Set drill-through behavior on each report> Select the correct package> Map parameter values passed to target
report> Define source report 

C. Create a drill-through definition that will allow users navigate from the targeted report to other created reports>
Enable report variables for drill-through definitions> Save report 

D. Create the target report> Create a drill-through definition that will allow users navigate from the targeted report to
other created reports> Enable the drill behavior in the source report 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A report author needs to create an offline interactive report that can be filtered by clicking on a list of values. For
example, by clicking on Region "A" the List will display only the details from Region "A". 

Which Reaction behavior should be selected? 

A. Enable a control. 

B. Filter an item in a control. 

C. Select an item in a control. 

D. Create a report expression and use it in filters. 

Correct Answer: A 
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